Vocalpassword Voice Biometric Authentication System
Nuance
vocalpassword voice biometrics authentication. - nuance - vocalpassword, the world’s most widely
deployed voice biometric solution, enables easy and secure authentication by analyzing a person’s voice.
trusted by hundreds of organizations around the world to verify the identity of millions of individuals on a daily
basis, vocalpassword delivers the most accurate, scalable and easy and secure biometric authentication.
- nuance - nuance has combined our voice biometric solutions (vocalpassword, freespeech and fraudminer)
into a new platform: the nuance security suite. the unified platform provides authentication and fraud
detection across interactive voice recognition (ivr) systems, contact centers, mobile apps and the web.
available on a hosted or on-premises basis, voice biometrics for authentication and fraud prevention. addition, voice biometrics is a proven way to slash fraud-related costs by more than 59% in a contact center.
the choice for voice biometrics for authentication and fraud prevention is obvious. nuance vocalpassword,
freespeech and fraudminer are leading voice biometric products in both innovation and implementation, with
more than persay position paper - w3 - vocalpassword is a product that was designed to provide accurate
and secured voice biometric services for self service applications usually in the ivr (but also for web services).
it uses text dependant, text independent and text prompted technologies to provide security in voice
authentication - to other biometric schemes voice authentication oﬀers the user a greater degree of freedom
during signal acquisition. voice veriﬁcation comes in two ﬂavors: text dependent and text independent. text
independent voice veriﬁcation, i.e. speaker veriﬁcation, is not concerned with the text that is spoken. the
security value of voice biometrics - procat - the security value of voice biometrics how voice biometrics
can reduce fraud for ivrs and contact centers. ... fraudster may attempt to compromise a voice biometric
system, while listing the counter-measure nuance voice biometric solutions offer to mitigate such threats.
voice biometrics intelliview - press media - voice biometrics intelliview » another consideration is whether
a solution provider relies on internally-developed voice biometrics resources . in our first intelliview, we looked
exclusively at the providers who built products and services, and deployed their own voice biometric engines .
world’s largest voice authentication deployment makes ... - ibm websphere voice response platforms
located in each site. 3 case study—bell “bell’s implementation of persay vocalpassword technology
demonstrates a serious commitment to balancing efficient customer service with the need to safeguard
customer information. equally important, using voice recognition as a biometric has clearly defined ... nuance
vocalpassword™ 8.2 :: product description - vocalpassword is an advanced biometric speaker verification
system that verifies a speaker’s identity based on voice samples acquired during interaction with voice, web,
or mobile applications. the release of vocalpassword 8.2 concludes over 12 years of intensive research and
development efforts, as avaya media processing server nuance vocalpassword 8.x ... - utterance. the
utterance is compared against the enrolled voice model. irrespective of the vendor speech resource that the
application uses, any application can use vocalpassword. avaya media processing server nuance
vocalpassword 8.x reference guide august 2013 5 voice biometrics solutions - soitron - an existing “voice
print” and produces a score • an advanced biometric speaker verification system that verifies a speaker’s
identity based on voice sample/s acquired during an interaction with voice, web, or mobile applications. with
vocalpassword, the authentication of customers is done as they dial into the interactive voice rom nuance İleri ses teknolojileri - samples of the caller’s voice are converted into voiceprints, or unique algorithms
based on the specific characteristics of the voice, which are even more unique than fingerprints. while the
vocalpassword system can employ one of multiple biometric engines, the engine for turkcell is text dependent.
voicelive: a phoneme localization based liveness detection ... - voicelive: a phoneme localization based
liveness detection for voice authentication on smartphones linghan zhang†, sheng tan†, jie yang†, yingying
chen∗ †florida state university, tallahassee, fl 32306, usa ∗stevens institute of technology, hoboken, nj 07030,
usa †{lzhang, tan, jie.yang}@cs.fsu, ∗yingyingen@stevens abstract voice authentication is drawing increasing
... end of sale notice - downloads.avaya - an advanced biometric speaker verification system that verifies
a speaker’s identity based on voice samples acquired during interaction with voice, web, or mobile
applications. the release of vocalpassword concludes over 12 years of intensive research and development
efforts, as well listen to your customers - speechouse - listen to your customers why financial services
companies use voice biometrics, real-world results, ... this is nuance’s vocalpassword solution. if the customer
transfers from ... voice biometrics #1: voice biometric authentication methods are simpler.
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